
“beyond the ‘revolution’, this 
UTOPIAN DREAM has degraded 
into a DYSTOPIAN 
NIGHTMARE.” 

-neil leach
(leach 9)



Q. do you think art should be 
politically engaged?

“architecture does not follow 
fashion or economic cycles — it 
follows the inherent logic of 
cycles of innovation generated by 
social and technological 
developments. mies van der Rohe 
said: ‘architecture is the 
will of an epoch, living, 
changing, new’. contemporary 
society is not standing still — 
and architecture must 
evolve with new patterns 
of life to meet the needs of 
its users.”

-zaha hadid
(hadid)



el lissitzky
of two squares

an idealistic conception of the book as a 
vehicle for social change, directing the 
reader to act (margolin 37)



toba khedoori

incomplete or 'formless' images have such 
a stimulating effect on our imagination 
(pallasmaa 30)



DYSTOPIA
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society      ═ fragment
self + (disruption)

oppression ├ creativity

creativity ═ conscious ═ society
    unconscious  self

society + (disruption) ═ fragment
self

society + (disruption) ├ dystopia 
self + (disruption)   

dystopia  ├ oppression
time  

creativity          ∞    utopia process
dys-creativity      ∞    dystopia process



HOW CAN ARCHITECTURE CREATE 
FRAGMENTS OF UTOPIA BY 

DISRUPTING CREATIVE COMPLACENCY?

thesis question
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